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MILLIONS UNREACHED. NONE UNREACHABLE.

ETHNOS360 AVIATION:

DISCOVER MORE

Ethnos360 Aviation serves pioneer church
planting teams in the remotest regions

of Brazil, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, and the
Philippines. These teams spend 10 to 20 years immersing
themselves in the language and culture of the people.
The goal? To establish thriving groups of
trained believers, Scripture in hand, who can
in turn reach neighboring villages and beyond
with the gospel.
As the missionaries — often national and
indigenous people themselves — work year
after year, Ethnos360 Aviation sustains
them. The plane brings food and supplies. It
transports translation and church planting
consultants and takes children back and forth
to school. Aircraft act as the ambulance for
medical emergencies. Flights carry goods and
commodities for the village people. In times
of drought, flood, and other natural disasters,
the plane brings relief.

ETHNOS360 AVIATION
MAKES FLIGHTS AFFORDABLE!
We want church planting teams to have the
flight service they need to pioneer deeper into
isolated and rugged areas.
Whether the missionaries
are expatriate or national
– or even indigenous,
reaching out just like
the missionaries who
reached them years
before – we trust
God to make the
flights happen
for the price
they can
afford to pay.
Trips that could take them four to five
days by land — carrying their children on
their backs — might take only 30 minutes
by air. Church planters can spend time
teaching and translating God’s Word
rather than hiking and arriving exhausted
without necessary supplies to live on. Such
an extremely rugged ministry must be
sustainable long term — and Ethnos360
Aviation makes it possible. Millions may
be unreached, but none are unreachable!

MANY AIRCRAFT. MANY WORKERS.
Ethnos360 Aviation operates multiple Kodiak airplanes
and R66 helicopters to tailor its services to the needs of
church planting teams in remote areas.
To keep planes and helicopters serving in remote areas, a
deep support system is essential: Pilots. Mechanics. Flight
schedulers. Parts managers. Safety officers. Bookkeepers.
Promotion and communications specialists. Web developers.
IT professionals.
The list goes all the way back to you – as you pray and
give, as you volunteer or go career, as you share the vision
of providing aviation service so that none are unreachable.

You can be a part!
Go to ethnos360aviation.org
to see how you can serve.

Ethnos360 Aviation
3870 W. Volunteer Street
McNeal, AZ 85617
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